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Abstract. It is well-known that most cryptographic tasks do not have
universally composable (UC) secure protocols, if no trusted setup is available in the framework. On the other hand, if a task like fair coin-tossing
is available as a trusted setup, then all cryptographic tasks have UCsecure protocols. What other trusted setups allow UC-secure protocols
for all tasks? More generally, given a particular setup, what tasks have
UC-secure protocols?
We show that, surprisingly, every trusted setup is either useless
(equivalent to having no trusted setup) or all-powerful (allows UC-secure
protocols for all tasks). There are no “intermediate” trusted setups in
the UC framework. We prove this zero-one law under a natural intractability assumption, and consider the class of deterministic, finite,
2-party functionalities as candidate trusted setups.
One important technical contribution in this work is to initiate the
comprehensive study of the cryptographic properties of reactive functionalities. We model these functionalities as finite automata and develop
an automata-theoretic methodology for classifying and studying their
cryptographic properties. Consequently, we completely characterize the
reactive behaviors that lead to cryptographic non-triviality. Another contribution of independent interest is to optimize the hardness assumption
used by Canetti et al. (STOC 2002) in showing that the common random string functionality is complete (a result independently obtained by
Damgård et al. (TCC 2010)).

1

Introduction

Cryptographic tasks provide a fascinating arena to study the interplay of
information, interaction and computation. Each cryptographic task has a
fundamental “information-control fingerprint” that specifies how various
parties involved in the task can learn and/or influence all the pieces of
information in the system. This work forms part of a study that aims to
systematically understand abstract cryptographic tasks, classifying them
by how “cryptographically complex” their fingerprints are.
?
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A crisp way to capture the information-control fingerprint of a cryptographic task is by modeling it as a program carried out by a third
party. This program is simply called a functionality. Modeling tasks this
way conveniently separates the security definition from the informationcontrol fingerprint.3 Understanding and classifying such functionalities
has been the subject, implicitly or explicitly, of a wealth of literature in
theoretical computer science.
In this work, we continue the study of cryptographic complexity of
functionalities from [29,24,25], which explicitly define cryptographic complexity classes using various notions of reductions among functionalities.
Our focus in this work is on cryptographic complexity defined using security in the universal composition (UC) framework.4 We show that under
standard computational intractability assumptions, the universe of functionalities collapse to just two distinct levels of cryptographic complexity.
For simplicity, first we describe our result in terms of standard UC
security terminology, and then summarize its implications for the theory
of cryptographic complexity developed in [29,24,25].
Main Result. The standard UC framework defines security in a plain
model in which protocols are allowed access only to communication channels. However, the framework also allows protocols to use access to a
trusted setup functionality, in what is called a hybrid model. It is known
that in the plain model, very few tasks admit UC-secure protocols [5,29].
On the other hand, in certain hybrid models (say, those corresponding
to oblivious transfer or fair coin-tossing functionalities being used as a
trusted setup) all tasks admit UC-secure protocols [6,16].
In this work we classify the strength of a functionality in terms of
how useful it is as a trusted setup in a UC hybrid model. We prove the
following surprisingly simple classification that was conjectured in [29]
3
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For instance, the commitment functionality is specified the same way for various
security settings, independently of considerations in defining security; in contrast,
traditional specification of commitment cannot be divorced from how binding and
hiding are defined, and results in different notions (like statistically binding commitment, or statistically hiding commitment) which are not formally captured as the
same functionality.
While using UC security provides a fine resolution picture of cryptographic complexity, weaker security notions also yield meaningful complexity classes. For the
computationally unbounded setting, semi-honest and standalone (as well as UC)
security notions were considered in [24]. For the computationally bounded setting,
results analogous to ours for these weaker security notions follow from the classical
results in [30] and [11]. See related work.

— under a natural intractability assumption, every deterministic, finite,
2-party functionality is either:
Trivial: These functionalities already have secure protocols in the plain
model. As such, they are useless as trusted setups; they admit no more
tasks to have UC-secure protocols than in the plain model. Or,
Complete: When any of these functionalities is used as a trusted setup,
all tasks have UC-secure protocols.5
We call this classification our zero-one law. In other words, every such
functionality is at the extremes of usefulness: either trivial or complete. If
a functionality is unrealizable in the plain model, then it is all-powerful
if used as a trusted setup.
We consider UC security against probabilistic, polynomial-time adversaries who corrupt parties statically (non-adaptively). In sharp contrast,
when considering the computationally unbounded setting, [24] shows that
there are infinitely many setups that allow realization of infinitely many
distinct classes of functionalities.
The intractability assumption we use is the existence of a protocol for
oblivious transfer secure against standalone semi-honest PPT adversaries
(sh-OT assumption). Interestingly, this intractability assumption is both
necessary and sufficient. Then, our main result is formally stated as:
Main Theorem: The sh-OT assumption is true if and only if
every deterministic, finite, 2-party functionality is either trivial or
complete.
The class of deterministic, finite, 2-party functionalities is defined formally in Section 3. Most notably, this class includes reactive functionalities, which receive inputs, give outputs, and keep internal state over many
rounds of interaction with the parties. An important contribution in this
work is to initiate an “automata-theoretic” study of reactive functionalities. Previous works on multi-party computation are almost exclusively
restricted to SFE functionalities, except for the positive (i.e., triviality)
results like in [11], which give secure realization of reactive functionalities.6 In contrast, we develop techniques to use an arbitrary reactive
functionality in a cryptographic protocol.
5
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Only well-formed functionalities are considered here, without any fairness requirement.
An important exception is [29] which gives a characterization of trivial functionalities
which is applicable to reactive functionalities as well; however, [29] does not offer an
explicit combinatorial or automata theoretic interpretation of their characterization.

Cryptographic Complexity and Intractability. As alluded to above, one
way to think about our main result is by taking a complexity-theoretic
view of secure multi-party computation. Say that a functionality F reduces to another functionality G (written F vppt G) if there is a UCsecure protocol for F in the G-hybrid model. This reduction is reflexive
and transitive (for standard notions of secure reductions), and is a natural complexity-theoretic reduction to compare the relative “cryptographic
complexities” of cryptographic tasks. Throughout this work, we use this
convenient vppt notation.
Under this interpretation, “completeness” (as defined above) indeed
refers to vppt -completeness in the complexity-theory sense. The zero-one
law shows that there are only two degrees of the vppt reduction.7
While we show that the sh-OT assumption is both necessary and sufficient for the entire zero-one law, the sh-OT assumption may not be
necessary for all individual reductions of the form F vppt G. In a companion paper [25], we also classify which intractability assumptions are
necessary for reductions of the form F vppt G. Every reduction of the
form F vppt G that we classify turns out to be unconditionally true or
false, or else exactly equivalent to a well-known computational assumption (the sh-OT assumption or the existence of one-way functions). This
suggests the possibility of defining intractability assumptions in terms of
reductions of the form F vppt G. Such assumptions are of a fundamental
nature for secure multi-party computation, since they are derived directly
from the definitions of functionalities themselves.
Our results in this work imply that the sh-OT assumption is the maximal assumption that can emerge in this framework; we conjecture that
the existence of one-way functions is the minimal assumption. A more
intriguing question is whether there are other intermediate assumptions.
Put differently, one likely outcome of this line of investigation is to discover new cryptographically interesting worlds in “Impagliazzo’s multiverse” [14] between Cryptomania (which we interpret as a world where the
sh-OT assumption is true) and Minicrypt (where only one-way functions
exist), or to show there are none.
Related Work. There is a large body of work on complexity of 2-party
functionalities in the computationally unbounded setting [17,7,23,1,18,19,20,22,24].
In the computationally bounded setting, the classical results of [30,11]
imply that all functionalities are trivial (i.e., realizable without relying
on any other functionality) for the semi-honest and standalone security
7

The degree of G under reduction v is the set {F | F v G}.

notions respectively, under the sh-OT assumption. Our work could be
considered a refinement of these early results, but for the UC security
notion.
Beimel et al. [2], who showed (in the probabilistic polynomial-time
setting, and for the special case of SFE functionalities in which only one
party receives the output) that the sh-OT assumption is implied by the
existence of a semi-honest secure protocol for any functionality that is
not unconditionally trivial. [12] partially extends this result beyond finite
functionalities, but is still restricted to the case of one-sided output. (In
the full version, we show that, as in [12], there is a gap between triviality
and completeness when our results are extended to unbounded-memory
functionalities.)
The above results do not apply in a security setting with an arbitrary
environment. Since Canetti introduced the Universal Composition (UC)
framework [3], there have been several works on cryptographic complexity
of functionalities in this setting. In particular, [4,5,29] characterize trivial
functionalities. (For finite functionalities this class remains the same in
computationally bounded and unbounded settings.)
Less was known about which functionalities were complete under UCsecure reductions. Results in [17,21,16] establish the completeness of oblivious transfer and many other non-reactive functionalities, for computationally unbounded adversaries. In the polynomial-time setting, the
well-known CLOS construction [6] demonstrates the completness of the
“coin-tossing” functionality, assuming enhanced trapdoor permutations
and dense cryptosystems. Our result improves this by using the minimal
sh-OT assumption, but more significantly by showing the completeness
of every non-trivial deterministic functionality. (However, [6] proves completeness against adversaries which corrupt parties adaptively, whereas
we consider only static security.) Independently of our work, Damgård et
al. [8] also show the completeness of the coin-tossing functionality under
the minimal sh-OT assumption, as we do. Their construction is similar in
spirit to our protocol for the same task, though more complicated due to
the use of an intermediate “public-key infrastructure” functionality. Our
current protocol is the result of a simplification to a protocol in an earlier
draft of this work, motivated by their recent result.

2

Overview of Our Techniques

In proving our main result, the more interesting direction is to show that
sh-OT assumption implies the zero-one law. That is, we must construct

secure protocols which demonstrate the completeness of every non-trivial
functionality, proving security using only the sh-OT assumption. We do
this in a series of steps, outlined in Figure 1.

Fxor

Theorem 4

Nontrivial
functionalities

Theorem 2
sh-OT

Nontrivial
SFE functionalities

Fcc

Theorem 3
OWF

Fextcom

Theorem 3
OWF

Fcom

[gmw87,clos02] sh-OT
Theorem 1

Fot

[k88,ips08]

any F

Fig. 1. Overview of protocol constructions. An arrow from functionality G to F denotes a secure protocol for F using ideal access to G (that is, F v G). Arrows not
labeled by a computational assumption indicate unconditionally secure protocols.

Approach: Behavioral Components of Functionalities. Our approach of
proving the zero-one law centers around identifying four distinct behaviors of functionalities that lead to non-triviality. For each behavior we
associate a familiar “canonical” functionality which is non-trivial for only
that reason:
– Allowing simultaneous exchange of information, exemplified by the
boolean xor functionality Fxor . In this functionality, one party’s output completely determines the other’s input. Thus its cryptographic
non-triviality stems not from hiding information, but ensuring that
both party’s inputs are chosen independent of the other’s.
– Selectively hiding one party’s inputs from the other, exemplified by
a simple SFE functionality we introduce called simple cut-and-choose
(Fcc ). In this functionality, Alice gives a bit as input, and Bob gives an
input indicating whether he wants to learn Alice’s bit or not. Furthermore, Alice is told whether Bob learned her bit. Thus Fcc embodies
selective hiding of Alice’s input alone.
– Selectively
hiding both party’s inputs simultaneously, exemplified by

the 21 -oblivious transfer functionality Fot . Recall that Fot hides
meaningful information about both parties from the other.
– Holding meaningful information hidden in internal memory between
rounds, exemplified by the commitment functionality Fcom . This func-

tionality holds the sender’s data in memory between the commit phase
and reveal phase. This component can appear only in a reactive functionality.
To show the zero-one law, we do the following: First, we formally define
what it means for a functionality to exhibit each of these four fundamental behaviors. Next, we show that these four behaviors are in fact
an exhaustive characterization of non-triviality: in Theorems 1 and 4, we
show that a reactive functionality G is non-trivial if and only if F v G
unconditionally for some F ∈ {Fxor , Fcc , Fot , Fcom }.8 In other words,
every non-trivial functionality must exhibit at least one of the above four
behaviors. Finally, we show that each of the four canonical functionalities
(Fxor , Fcc , Fot , Fcom ) is complete under the sh-OT assumption.
Since our definitions of these four component behaviors are all combinatorial, we are able to give the first complete combinatorial characterization of non-triviality (and consequently completeness) for reactive
functionalities. Further, this characterization holds even with respect to
computationally unbounded adversaries.
Non-Reactive Behaviors (Section 4). Of the four behaviors enumerated
above, only the Fcom behavior is exclusive to reactive functionalities. For
the other three, which can apply to non-reactive functionalities, we give
formal combinatorial definitions in terms of the input/output function
table. Then it suffices to show that any non-reactive functionality not
meeting one of these three criteria is in fact trivial (Theorem 1).
Next, we show that Fxor , Fcc , and Fot are each complete. It is wellknown that Fot is (unconditionally) complete, even under the strong
notion of reduction that we consider [17,16]. For the other two cases, we
use the fact that the commitment functionality Fcom is complete in the
UC framework under the sh-OT assumption. This follows directly from
the well-known CLOS construction [6]. Thus, to complete our claim, it
suffices to show that the sh-OT assumption implies Fcom vppt Fxor and
Fcom vppt Fcc .
We give new commitment protocols in the Fxor - and Fcc -hybrid models (Theorems 2 and 3), secure under the sh-OT and OWF assumptions,
respectively. We note that [6] shows (implicitly) that Fxor is complete;9
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Indeed just Fxor and Fcc by themselves are an exhaustive characterization of nontriviality, as they can both be unconditionally obtained from Fot and Fcom . However,
we include all four functionalities in our list of fundamental behavioral components
because we prove the complete of each one differently.
They show that the coin-tossing functionality, for which there is an elementary
protocol using Fxor , is complete.

however, their protocol focuses on achieving adaptive security and, as
such, depends on a hardness assumption that is not known to be implied
by sh-OT assumption. Our new protocol achieves static security using a
new protocol and under the minimal sh-OT assumption.
Reactive Behaviors (Section 5). To complete the classification of reactive functionalities, we show that every reactive functionality is either
trivial, contains a non-reactive behavioral component (Fxor , Fcc , Fot ),
or else can be used for a commitment (Fcom ) protocol (Theorem 4). As
mentioned above, Fcom is complete under the sh-OT assumption, thus we
establish the exhaustiveness of the four behavioral components, as well
as the completeness of their respective canonical functionalities.
The bulk of our technical contributions for reactive functionalities involves formally defining this fourth behavioral component; namely, defining when an arbitrary functionality keeps meaningful information about a
party’s input hidden in memory between rounds. We model reactive functionalities as finite-state automata, and initiate an automata-theoretic
analysis of their input/output behavior. This classification involves identifying states and transitions of an automaton which have specific cryptographic consequences, and then showing how such features can be leveraged to give a protocol for Fcom .

3

Preliminaries

Model and Security Definition. Our security definitions are grounded in
the framework of Universal Composable (UC) security [3], with which
we assume the reader has slight familiarity. For concreteness we consider
the model used in [29], which in turn is based on that in [28]. However,
we emphasize that very few specifics of the model (including ideal functionalities, an interactive environment and simulation based security) are
important for the results.
The UC model allows a large class of MPC functionalities, not all
of which are “natural.” For instance, a functionality that announces the
identities of the corrupt parties is not natural; a reactive functionality
which introduces a race condition depending on the order in which it
receives inputs from parties is also not natural. Following the convention
in all previous works (to the best of our knowledge), we do not consider
such functionalities. We note that the functionalities we consider do not
offer a guarantee of output fairness; that is, they allow the adversary to
control the delivery of outputs.

We write F v G if there is a protocol that securely realizes F in
the “G-hybrid model;” see [3] or [28] for a formal definition. In the Ghybrid model, the parties in the protocol can interact with any number
of (asynchronous) copies of G, and can access G in any “role”. This second convention is crucial to our results (see Section 7). We consider only
efficient protocols, but make a notational distinction between unconditionally (statistically) secure protocols (denoted by vstat ) and protocols whose security depends on a computational assumption (denoted by
vppt ). As is standard, we require security against active (i.e., malicious)
adversaries. However, as we point out in Section 7, our results extend to
a stronger definition where security is required against both active and
semi-honest adversaries.10
By default, we also allow protocols access to a communication channel.
Following [29], we consider the natural model of a private communication
channel, in which parties can send fixed-length messages (with the adversary controlling delivery). The choice of public vs. private channel is not
crucial to our results (see Section 7).
All results in this work are restricted to static corruption (where the
adversary has to corrupt any parties before the protocol begins). In fact,
we leave open the possibility that our main theorem breaks down in the
case of adaptive corruption.
Classes of functionalities. In this work we restrict our attention to finite,
deterministic, 2-party, reactive functionalities. We formally model
such functionalities as finite automata. Each state transition is labeled by
a tuple in X × Y × Z × Z, where X, Y , and Z are finite sets. A transition
from q to q 0 with label (x, y, s, t) means that upon receiving input x from
Alice and y from Bob in state q, the functionality will deliver output s
to Alice and t to Bob, and change to state q 0 . We require the automaton
to be deterministic; that is, for every state q and every (x, y) ∈ X × Y ,
there is at most one transition leaving q whose label begins with (x, y).
We consider an asynchronous network setting in which the adversary has
control over the timing of input/output delivery. In Figure 2 we give an
example of how the (reactive) commitment functionality Fcom can be
expressed in such a way.
We say that a functionality is a secure function evaluation (SFE;
or non-reactive) functionality if it engages only one round of interaction;
that is, all transitions leading from the start state lead to a dead state with
10

Note that when considering security against semi-honest adversaries, the simulator
must also be semi-honest.

(“commit 0”, ⊥, ⊥, committed)

start

q1

q0

(“commit 1”, ⊥, ⊥, committed)

(reveal, ⊥, ⊥, “reveal 0”)

q3
q2

(reveal, ⊥, ⊥, “reveal 1”)

Fig. 2. Commitment functionality Fcom modeled as a deterministic finite functionality
no transitions. Alternatively, an SFE functionality is completely specified
by a pair of functions (fA , fB ), where Alice’s output is fA (x, y) and Bob’s
output is fB (x, y).
The sh-OT assumption. The primary intractability assumption we consider is the existence of a protocol for Fot secure against semi-honest,
PPT adversaries (sh-OT assumption, for short). It is possible to express
this assumption using the definition of UC security restricted to semihonest adversaries (in both the real and the ideal executions). However,
we point out that the traditional (standalone) security definition is equivalent to the UC security definition, since the simulation required by semihonest security does not, and need not, extract the inputs of the corrupt
players; it simply uses the input given by the environment.
Some of our protocol constructions additionally rely on statistically
binding (standalone secure) commitment schemes, pseudorandom generators, (standalone secure) witness-indistinguishable proofs or zero-knowledge
proofs of knowledge for NP. All of these primitives have well-known constructions assuming the existence of one-way functions [26,13,9]. One-way
functions are in turn implied by the sh-OT assumption [15].

4

Zero-One Law for Non-Reactive Functionalities

Three “Canonical” Non-Reactive Functionalities. The following three
SFE functionalities exemplify the three different behaviors that lead to
cryptographic non-triviality for non-reactive functionalities:
Fxor (exclusive-or): Alice gives input x ∈ {0, 1} and Bob gives input
y ∈ {0, 1}. Both parties receive output x ⊕ y.
Fcc (simple cut-and-choose): Alice gives input x ∈ {0, 1} and Bob gives
input y ∈ {0, 1}. If y = 0, then both parties receive output x. If
y = 1, then both parties receive output 2. Thus, Bob decides whether
to learn Alice’s bit, while Alice always learns Bob’s choice.

Fot (oblivious transfer): Alice gives inputs x0 , x1 ∈ {0, 1} and Bob gives
input y ∈ {0, 1}. Bob receives output xy and Alice receives output ⊥.
We show that these three fundamental behaviors completely characterize
non-triviality (for non-reactive functionalities), as follows:
Theorem 1. Let F be an SFE functionality. Then F is non-trivial if
and only if Fxor vstat F or Fcc vstat F or Fot vstat F.
Proof (Sketch). (⇐) Each of Fxor , Fcc , and Fot is unconditionally nontrivial, from the characterization of trivial SFE functionalities in [29].
(⇒) Kraschewski and Müller-Quade [21] identify a 2 × 2 minor within
the function table of an SFE, which generalizes the (symmetric-output)
boolean or functionality 01 11 that is known to be complete. They show
that an SFE F can be used to construct an unconditionally UC-secure
protocol for Fot if and only if F contains such a minor.
Similarly, we also identify another important 2 × 2 minor called a
generalized-cc minor. A minor a generalized-cc if, when restricted to
the minor, one party can choose whether to learn the other’s input, and
this choice is revealed to the other party in the function’s output. We
show that if F has such a minor, then the protocol in which the parties
simply restrict their inputs to that minor while accessing F is a UC-secure
protocol for Fcc .11
Finally, it is easy to see that if F does not have either kind of 2 × 2
minor mentioned above, then F must simply be (equivalent to) a function
that takes inputs x ∈ X from Alice and y ∈ Y from Bob, then outputs
(x, y) to both parties. If max{|X|, |Y |} ≥ 2, then there is an elementary
UC-secure protocol for Fxor in the F-hybrid model. Otherwise, F is trivial: the protocol in which one party simply sends their input to the other
party is a UC-secure protocol for F (without any set-up).
Completeness of the Three Canonical Non-Reactive Functionalities. Since
Fot is unconditionally complete (even with respect to UC secure protocols) [17,16], and the commitment functionality Fcom is complete under
the sh-OT assumption [6], it suffices to prove the following two theorems:
Theorem 2. If the sh-OT assumption is true, then Fcom vppt Fxor .
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Note that, in general, restricting inputs to a minor of F does not give a secure
protocol (against malicious adversaries) for the SFE corresponding to that minor,
since a malicious adversary may send inputs to F outside of the prescribed minor.

Proof (Sketch). We first observe that the coin-tossing functionality Fcoin
has an elementary, unconditionally secure protocol in the Fxor -hybrid
model. Thus it suffices to show that Fcom vppt Fcoin . The well-known
CLOS construction [6] proves exactly this; however, their focus was on
achieving adaptive security, and their protocol relied on a stronger computational assumption than the sh-OT assumption. Thus we must use an
entirely different approach for achieving Fcom (with static security) from
Fcoin . We sketch an overview of our protocol below:
Suppose ψsh is the semi-honest protocol for Fot guaranteed by the
sh-OT assumption. We suppose that the sender in ψsh provides two bits
(x0 , x1 ), the receiver provides a bit y, and the receiver learns xy .
Our commitment protocol is as follows, when Alice is committing to
b ∈ {0, 1}. First, both parties use Fcoin to generate a sequence of random coins σ. The sender Alice and receiver Bob interact in an instance
of ψsh , with Alice using inputs (x0 = 0, x1 = b), and Bob using input
y = 0. To ensure that both parties provide inputs of the required form,
we “compile” the ψsh subprotocol using a variant of the standard GMW
compiler [11]. Unlike the GMW compiler, at each step we make the parties give a witness-indistinguishable proof that either they are following
the protocol honestly with the appropriate inputs, or the public coins σ
are from a pseudorandom distribution. In the reveal phase, Alice gives a
witness-indistinguishable proof that either σ was from a pseudorandom
distribution, or all her messages in the ψsh subprotocol were consistent
with her having input x1 = b.
In the real interaction, σ is generated honestly using Fcoin and is
therefore in the pseudorandom distribution with negligible probability.
Thus the GMW-style compilation ensures that both parties are executing
the ψsh subprotocol honestly as stated. Then applying the semi-honest
security of ψsh , we see that Bob learns nothing about b in the commit
phase, and Alice can only open the commitment to the value of b that
she used in the commit phase.
However, when the simulator is corrupt it can choose σ from a pseudorandom distribution. If Alice is corrupt, the simulator can play the
role of Bob using input y = 1 to the ψsh subprotocol, while still giving
convincing GMW proofs. By the correctness of the ψsh protocol, the simulated Bob obtains x1 = b from ψsh (i.e., the simulator extracts b), and
12
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Fcoin is a functionality which, upon activation, samples an unbiased coin b ← {0, 1}
and outputs it to both parties. It does not fall in our class of deterministic finite
functionalities, but we use it as an intermediate step in our protocol construction.

by the security of ψsh , the simulation is indistinguishable from the real
interaction.
If Bob is corrupt, the simulator can give a commitment to 0 in the
commit phase, but open it to any value in the reveal phase (using the
clause in the witness-indistinguishable proof related to σ). Thus the simulator can successfully equivocate to a corrupt Bob.
To show that both of these simulations are sound, we must apply the
semi-honest security of ψsh , which is the most delicate part of the proof,
since the simulator exists in the UC setting. We construct a sequence of
hybrid interactions between the real and ideal UC (straight-line) interactions, and show that if any adversary can distinguish between certain
hybrids, then we can construct a corresponding adversary (possibly using rewinding) which violates the semi-honest security properties of ψsh .
For technical reasons in this part, we require the interactive proofs to be
proofs of knowledge.
Theorem 3. If one-way functions exist, then Fcom vppt Fcc .
Proof (Sketch). The simulator for a UC-secure commitment protocol has
two main tasks: (1) to extract the committed value from a corrupt sender
during the commit phase, and (2) to give an equivocal commitment to
a corrupt receiver that can then be convincingly opened to any value
during the reveal phase. Our construction of a UC-secure commitment
protocol is broken into two major conceptual steps, which tackle these
two properties in a somewhat modular fashion.
We first define an intermediate “extractable commitment” functionality called Fextcom . The complete formulation of Fextcom is highly nontrivial, and is defered to the full version. Fextcom succinctly expresses
the requirements of a statistically binding, computationally hiding commitment scheme (in the traditional standalone-secure sense) which also
admits a straight-line extracting simulator. We believe that this method of
expressing a combination of standalone and universally composable security properties may be of independent interest. Using a technique similar
in spirit to the 21 -commitments of Nguyen and Vadhan [27], we show
that if one-way functions exist, then Fcom vppt Fextcom .
Thus it suffices to construct a commitment protocol which has a UC
extraction property, but only a standalone-secure hiding property. This
commitment protocol is as follows. To commit to a bit b, Alice first chooses
a random bitstring s and then applies a good linear error-correcting code
to obtain a codeword t. She commits to t using a statistically binding
(standalone-secure) commitment protocol. For each bit ti of t, Alice gives

ti as input to Fcc , and Bob chooses to learn it with some probability.
Recall that in Fcc , Alice learns whether Bob choses to see her input. Alice ensures that Bob only learned sufficiently few bits of t so that some
uncertainty about s remains. This remaining uncertainty can be deterministically extracted (as a linear function of s), and Alice uses it as a
one-time pad to mask b. She sends the masked b to Bob to complete the
commitment phase. In the reveal phase, Alice opens the commitment to
t, and Bob checks for consistency with the bits that he learned in the
commit phase.
Intuitively, the protocol is computationally hiding and statistically
binding because the deterministic extraction of the mask is perfect (using
a simple linear function). The only information about the mask is given
in a statistically-binding standalone-secure commitment to t.
However, the simulator provides the interface for Fcc to a corrupt
Alice. Consequently, the simulator can see all of Alice’s inputs to Fcc ,
which are the (purported) bits of t. Because Bob has a certain probability of revealing each one of the bits of t and he verifies them against
Alice’s statistically binding commitment to t, we argue that Alice could
not supply too many incorrect values to Fcc . In particular, Alice cannot
give more incorrect bits than can be corrected by the error correcting
code, except with negligible probability. Thus the simulator can perform
a noisy decoding to obtain s and then easily extract b.

5

Classifying Reactive Functionalities

We show that a reactive functionality can be non-trivial only for two
simple reasons: (1) behaving like a non-trivial SFE functionality during
a single round, or (2) using its internal memory in a non-trivial way.
Formally defining condition (2) requires a careful new automata-theoretic
analysis of reactive behaviors. Intuitively, memory is used in a non-trivial
way when some part of the memory is both hidden (has not yet affected
its external behavior) and meaningful (may eventually influence its future
external behavior). Such usage of internal memory is exemplified by the
commitment functionality Fcom (between the commit and reveal phases).
Automata-theoretic Characterization. We develop three new important
properties of reactive functionalities, all defined combinatorially.
Say that an input x̂ dominates another input x if Alice can use x̂ as
her input to F in the first round of interaction, but then convince any
environment that she had really used x. In other words, any behavior that

can be induced by sending x to F in the first round can also be induced
by instead sending x̂ and thereafter engaging in some local “translation”
protocol. We emphasize that Alice must perform this translation online,
without knowledge of the inputs that the environment will provide in
future rounds. When x̂ dominates x, Alice can use x̂ in place of x in the
first round without loss of generality. The condition of x̂ dominating x
can be defined directly in terms of the UC security condition.
The input-output behavior of each state in the functionality naturally
defines a corresponding SFE. Take any SFE and say that x ∼ x0 if Alice
inputs x and x0 always induce the same output for Bob. In an SFE,
Bob’s output may reveal information about Alice’s output, but up to
∼-equivalence at most. However, in a trivial SFE, Bob’s output always
reveals exactly the ∼-equivalence class of Alice’s input. We say that the
start state of F is simple if: (1) its associated SFE is a trivial SFE, and
(2) each equivalence class of ∼ (for Alice inputs and Bob inputs) contains
some input that dominates all other inputs in its class.
To understand this definition, suppose the start state of F is simple.
Then just by looking at his own output from the first round, Bob can
exactly determine the ∼-class of the input Alice used. There is some
input, say, x̂, which dominates all Alice inputs in this ∼-class. No matter
how the environment instructs Alice to behave in the future, she could
have achieved the same effect if she had used input x̂ in the first round.
Thus, Bob can assume without loss of generality that Alice in fact used
x̂. The same is true for Alice; she can determine, given her output, an
input ŷ for Bob, and assume without loss of generality that Bob supplied
ŷ in the first round.
Thus we can assume without loss of generality that Alice and Bob only
use inputs x̂ and ŷ of this special kind (they dominate their respective
∼-equivalence classes). We call the transition from the start state on such
inputs (x̂, ŷ) a safe transition. Intuitively, only safe transitions are relevant; furthermore, after a safe transition, neither party has uncertainty
about the functionality’s resulting state.
We can now state our main automata-theoretic characterization:
Theorem 4. Let F be a deterministic, finite (reactive) functionality.
Then the following are equivalent:
1. F is non-trivial.
2. Fcom vstat F or G vstat F for some non-trivial SFE functionality G.
3. There is a non-simple state in F that is reachable from the start state
via a sequence of safe transitions.

The automata-theoretic properties defined above, and subsequently condition (3) of this theorem, can be expressed completely combinatorially,
giving the first combinatorial characterization of triviality (and thus completeness) for any class of arbitrary reactive functionalities.
Proof (Sketch). 2 ⇒ 1 follows from the non-triviality of Fcom .
(1 ⇒ 3) Consider all the states of F reachable via a sequence of safe
transitions; intuitively, these are the only states that matter. If all such
states are simple, then F has the following trivial protocol: repeatedly
evaluate the (trivial) SFE corresponding to F’s current state, using that
SFE’s trivial protocol. Without loss of generality we can assume a safe
transition was taken; thus, each party’s output in the round determines
the next state of F, and the protocol can be repeated for each round.
(3 ⇒ 2) Assume that one of the safely reachable states of F is nonsimple; without loss of generality, we can take the start state to be nonsimple. The definition of a simple state requires two conditions, so we
consider two cases: (1) If the start state is non-simple because of its inputoutput behavior, then there is an elementary protocol which securely
realizes that associated SFE in the F-hybrid model (simply interact with
F for one round only). (2) Otherwise, the start state is non-simple because
there exist two inputs for (by symmetry) Alice, say x0 and x1 , for which
x0 ∼ x1 (that is, these inputs always induce the same output for Bob in
the first round), but no Alice input dominates both of {x0 , x1 }. In other
words, Alice’s first-round input “binds” her to the behaviors consistent
with x0 or to those consistent with x1 , but not both.
We formalize this natural connection to commitment by constructing
a protocol for Fcom , as follows. Alice commits to b by sending xb to F
in the first round. The commitment is perfectly hiding since x0 ∼ x1 . To
reveal, Alice must convince Bob that in the first round she used an input
that dominates xb , since no input can dominate both x0 and x1 .
Suppose x does not dominate x0 . Then for every strategy for Alice
which uses input x in the first round, there is some environment that
can distinguish between Alice’s strategy and one which uses input x0
in the first round and thereafter runs the dummy protocol. Using an
automata-theoretic characterization, we show that these quantifiers can
be exchanged: there is a fixed environment such that for every x not dominating x0 and every Alice strategy that uses input x in the first round, the
environment has a constant probability of “catching” Alice.13 Our commitment protocol instructs Bob to play the role of such an environment in
13

This environment results in a protocol for Fcom whose worst-case O(k) efficiency
hides very large constants. However, it is usually possible to tailor such a distin-

the reveal phase, sending a sequence inputs to F himself and a sequence
of “challenge” inputs to Alice. Just like in the definition of domination,
Alice must report back to Bob her own purported responses from F, in
an online manner. If Alice’s first-round input did not dominate xb , she
is guaranteed to be caught with constant probability. By repeating this
basic protocol in parallel an appropriate number of times, Bob can be
assured of catching an equivocating Alice with overwhelming probability.

6

Necessity of the sh-OT Assumption

Finally, we show that the sh-OT assumption is not only sufficient but also
necessary for the zero-one law to hold.
Theorem 5. If the zero-one law is true, then the sh-OT assumption is
true.
Proof. If the zero-one law holds, then Fxor is complete, since it is unconditionally non-trivial. Thus Fot vppt Fxor . Fot has the property that
any protocol that securely realizes Fot (against active adversaries) is also
secure against semi-honest adversaries (see [29] for more details). Hence
the given Fot protocol is secure against semi-honest adversaries, in the
Fxor -hybrid model. Since Fxor has an elementary plain protocol unconditionally secure against semi-honest adversaries, we can compose these
two protocols to obtain a plain protocol that securely realizes Fot against
semi-honest adversaries.
More generally, if F has an unconditionally secure protocol against
semi-honest adversaries, then the vppt -completeness of F implies the
sh-OT assumption.

7

Extensions, Limitations, and Open Problems

We discuss several natural extensions of our main theorem, discussed in
greater detail in the full version:
Strengthening the Reduction. As the definition of a reduction is strengthened, fewer functionalities reduce to one another. In the extreme, the
reduction could be made so restrictive that no functionality reduces to
another. On the other hand, it is relatively easy to see that the zero-one
guishing environment for a particular F to achieve much better efficiency bounds,
resulting in a very practical commitment protocol.

law still applies as stated in this work if protocols are given only public channels instead of private channels, or if security is simultaneously
required against both active and semi-honest adversaries.
If the reduction requires security against computationally unbounded
adversaries, then the zero-one law breaks down. In fact, there exist infinitely many distinct intermediate (between trivial and complete) complexities with respect to this stronger reduction [24].
If the reduction requires parties to use the given ideal functionality
with only fixed roles (i.e., Alice can access F only in the role of Alice),
then Fcom 6v Fcc (note that the behavior of Fcc is not symmetric with
respect to the two parties), so the zero-one law does not hold under this
strong reduction. This impossibility highlights the fact that Fcc indeed
has rather low complexity, and justifies our somewhat complicated protocol used to realize Fcom using Fcc .
We leave open the question of whether the zero-one law holds if the
reduction is strengthened to require security against adaptive corruption.
Larger Classes of Functionalities. We restricted our attention to a class
of deterministic functionalities with finite memory and inputs. In fact,
the zero-one law does not extend if we relax the restriction on finiteness.
Let F be a channel which accepts an arbitrary-length string x from Alice
and sends f (x) to Bob for a fixed function f . Assuming one-way functions
exist, one can construct an f so that the resulting functionality is neither
trivial nor complete.14 The construction of this intermediate F is admittedly contrived, and we leave open the important problem of identifying
the largest “natural” class of unbounded-memory functionalities that still
satisfies the zero-one complexity law.
The other natural way to extend the scope of our results is to consider
randomized functionalities. However, very little is known about randomized functionalities, even in the simplest case of SFE functionalities and
considering perfect security against computationally unbounded, semihonest adversaries; for comparison, the corresponding characterization
for deterministic SFE has been known for 20 years [23,1].
Optimizing Hardness Assumptions. While our main theorem relies on
the minimal sh-OT assumption, our use of the assumption itself is nonblack-box. In Theorems 2 and 3 we use interactive proofs of statements
regarding various cryptographic primitives (ultimately derived from the
sh-OT assumption). We do not know whether such non-black-box usage
14

Of course, if one-way functions do not exist, then the sh-OT assumption, and subsequently the zero-one law, is again false.

of the assumption is necessary, although it seems that a fundamentally
different approach is required to avoid the use of interactive proofs.
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